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Abstract
Advanced machine learning has managed to detect IoT botnets. However, conflicts arise due
to complex models and limited device resources. Our research aim is on a quantized intrusion
detection system (QUIDS), an edge-based botnet detection for IoT device pairing. Using k-
nearest neighbor (KNN) within QUIDS, we incorporate quantization, random sampling (RS),
and feature selection (FS). Initially, we simulated a botnet attack, devised countermeasures
via a sequence diagram, and then utilized a Kaggle botnet attack dataset. Our novel approach
includes RS, FS, and 16-bit quantization, optimizing each step empirically. The test results
show that employing a mean decrease in impurity (MDI) by FS reduces features from 115 to
30. Despite a slight accuracy drop in KNN due to RS, FS, and quantization sustain performan-
ce. Testing our model revealed 1200 RS samples as optimal, maintaining performance while
reducing features. Quantization to 16-bit doesn’t alter feature value distribution. Implementing
QUIDS increased the compression ratio (CR) to 175×, surpassing RS+FS threefold and RS
by 13 times. This novel method emerges as the most efficient in CR.

Keywords: Intrusion detection system, edge computing, botnet attack, quantization, IoT
device pairing.

Abstrak
Pembelajaran mesin tingkat lanjut telah berhasil mendeteksi botnet IoT. Namun konflik mun-
cul karena model yang kompleks dan sumber daya perangkat yang terbatas. Tujuan penelitian
kami adalah pada Quantized Intrusion Detection System (QUIDS), deteksi botnet berbasis
tepi untuk pemasangan perangkat IoT. Kami menggabungkan quantization, random sampling
(RS), dan feature selection (FS). Awalnya kami merancang tindakan pencegahan melalui
sequence diagram, dan kemudian menggunakan dataset serangan botnet Kaggle. Pendekatan
baru kami mencakup RS, FS, dan 16-bit quantization. Hasil pengujian menunjukkan bahwa
mean decrease in impurity (MDI) oleh FS mengurangi fitur dari 115 menjadi 30. Meskipun ada
penurunan akurasi di KNN karena RS, FS, dan kuantisasi mempertahankan kinerja. Menguji
model kami menunjukkan 1200 sampel RS sebagai sampel optimal. Kuantisasi ke 16-bit
tidak mengubah distribusi nilai fitur. Penerapan QUIDS meningkatkan compression ratio (CR)
menjadi 175×, melampaui RS+FS tiga kali lipat dan RS sebanyak 13 kali lipat. Metode baru
ini muncul sebagai yang paling efisien dalam CR.

Kata Kunci: Intrusion detection system, edge computing, botnet attack, quantization, IoT
device pairing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are unable to withstand advanced cyber attacks
such as malicious botnet attacks as more and more devices are connected to the Internet via the

Internet of Things (IoT) [1] architecture. One of the vulnerabilities of IoT devices due to botnet attacks
is during pairing, namely when the user connects to his IoT device via the application [2]. Advanced
techniques such as machine learning can detect botnets in IoT [3]. However, the problem is that highly
complex machine learning is contradictory to IoT devices, which usually have limited resources.

Some of our previous research has applied compression models concerned with using machine learning
on devices with limited resources. Shuffle-split nearest neighbor editing (SSENN) makes the k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) model small by carrying out random sampling (RS) and discarding the training data
without reducing its performance [4]. In our research using an architecture called EdgeSL, we propose
two new methods: quantized 8-bit k nearest neighbors (Q8KNN) and DistilKNN [5]. Q8KNN reduces the
size of the KNN model with quantization, while DistilKNN utilizes distillation, a simple student model
that uses soft labels generated by the teacher model. Utilizing RU and quantization to apply IDS to IoT
edge devices to detect botnet attacks is a research opportunity.

Low-rank factorization, such as quantization and distillation, is also a method of model compression [6].
The feature selection (FS) method works by reducing the dimensions of the dataset while maintaining its
global correlation and local geometry [7]. Zhu et al. [8] combines low-rank factorization and quantization
with a method called low-rank representation vector quantization (LR2VQ) in model compression. Their
implementation in ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 models results in a compression ratio (CR) of 43x and 31x,
respectively. Combining FS with quantization and RU is a research opportunity.

Our research aim is to apply quantized IDS (QUIDS), a novel edge-based botnet detection for IoT
device pairing. IDS in QUIDS uses KNN through quantization, RU, and FS. First, we design a botnet
attack on device pairing and how to counter it with a sequence diagram. Then, we took the botnet attack
detection dataset from Kaggle. Our novel method has three stages: RS, FS, and 16-bit quantization. We
carry out an empirical optimization process at each point. This part then uses the mean decrease in
impurity (MDI) at the FS stage. Finally, we tested the performance of our novel model with several
parameters: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, g-mean, model size, and CR.

To the best of our knowledge, no research has applied edge computing in IDS. Following are our
research contributions:

• A botnet attack detection on IoT that applies edge computing.
• A sequence diagram explaining the threat of botnet attacks on IoT device pairing.
• A sequence diagram that explains how IDS can withstand botnet attacks on IoT device pairing.
• QUIDS, a novel IDS that applies quantization, RS, and FS with optimal CR.
The remainder of this paper has the following structure: Section II discusses research related to our

study. Section III outlines our research methodology. Section IV shows test results and discusses them
against state-of-the-art research. Finally, Section V highlights our judgment and answers the research
aim.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Recent papers have discussed how to detect botnet attacks on IoT with machine learning. Catillo
et al. [9] used autoencoder as anomaly detection in detecting botnet attacks on IoT. They tried it on
nine IoT devices with sensitivity results of 0.99 to 1.00. Soe et al. [10] resisted Gafgyt and Mirai type
botnet attacks by comparing artificial neural networks (ANN), decision trees, and naïve Bayes. ANN with
sigmoid activation performs best with an accuracy value of 0.99. Creating edge-based machine learning
detecting botnet attacks on IoT is a research opportunity.

Several studies have discussed security in IoT device pairing. Bruesch et al. [11] researched the threat
of attacks on device pairing using the gait method. The results of this research state that observation via
video can produce key sequences, which are a threat in gait-based device pairing. Farrukh et al. [12]
stated that the weak secure key generation in homogeneous context-based device pairing is a single-point
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Table I: Related Works on Botnet Attack, IoT, Device Pairing, and Edge Computing

Cite Botnet Attack
on IoT Device Pairing Sequence Diagram Model Compression

and Edge Computing
Catillo et al. [9] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
Soe et al. [10] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Bruesch et al. [11] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗
Farrukh et al. [12] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗
Putrada et al. [4] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
Putrada et al. [5] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
Proposed Method ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

failure. Their solution is three stages: event detection using the window method, grouping events with
fuzzy clustering, and group key distribution. There is a two-fold research opportunity. The first is to
design a sequence diagram for botnet attacks on device pairing. The second is to create a sequence
diagram of how the IDS can withstand these attacks.

Regarding applying compression models to KNN, our previous research has offered several novelties.
Our first research carried out a compression model called SSENN on KNN by combining the concepts of
RU and ENN [4]. By running the algorithm on Arduino, we show that SSENN can create a KNN model
smaller than ENN but accurately approximates the original KNN. Our second contribution is Q8KNN,
an 8-bit quantization method on KNN [5]. With this method, we can enter five times more data into
the NodeMCU because it reduces the data size based on its type, from 64 bits to 8 bits. Next, we also
created a novel method called DistilKNN, which uses DNN as a teacher model and KNN as a student
model. This method has been proven more efficient than SSENN and Q8KNN at a model size of 45 kB.
The research opportunity is to create a model with more optimal CR utilizing quantization, RU, and FS.
Table I summarizes our explanation in a table and highlights our research contributions.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

We use a research methodology to achieve our research aim. First, we design a botnet attack on device
pairing and how to counter it with a sequence diagram. Then, we took the botnet attack detection dataset
from Kaggle. Our novel method has three stages: RS, FS, and 16-bit quantization. We carry out an
empirical optimization process at each point. This part then uses MDI at the FS stage. Finally, we tested
the performance of our novel model with several parameters: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, g-mean,
model size, and CR. Figure 1 summarizes our explanation.

Figure 1: Our Proposed Methodology
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Figure 2: The botnet attack on IoT device pairing sequence diagram.

A. Botnet Attack on IoT Device Pairing

Someone who has just purchased a commercial IoT product must connect their smartphone to the
product via an application, where device pairing comes into play [13]. IoT device pairing is when two
devices try to connect to the same IoT network [14]. By joining the two devices, control, monitoring,
or other communication processes can occur between the two devices [15]. On the other hand, a botnet
attack is when an adversary controls a device in a network and carries out malicious activity [16]. The
effect of botnet attacks in IoT device pairing is that when a legitimate user tries to connect to an IoT
device that has been affected, the legitimate user also becomes affected.

Botnet attacks in IoT device pairing begin with initiation from a legitimate user. The IoT device
will ask the legitimate user for a pairing code, and they will answer it with a valid and secure one.
However, instead of using a legit pairing code, the attacker changes the pairing code through illicit
communications. So, the answer from the IoT platform is not the legitimate user but the attacker. In
other words, the legitimate user presents the rouge pairing code to the attacker. The legitimate user is
now part of the attacker’s network. Figure 2 explains this process as a sequence diagram.
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B. Edge-Based IDS

Edge computing in the context of IoT means bringing processing closer to the end-device [17]. This
is important because processing, which uses machine learning, becomes a double-edged sword in IoT.
On the one hand, it provides more effective processing in an IoT environment, and on the contrary, it
has heavy processing, whose characteristics are the opposite of IoT’s nature. real-time [18]. Processing
becomes more responsive as it gets closer to the end device via edge computing due to reduced latency
due to network communications. On the other hand, IDS is a technology that monitors the network and
provides alerts if there is suspicious network activity, usually with anomaly detection or machine learning
[19]. Applying edge computing to an IDS means that the IDS, which was previously placed in the cloud,
is moved to the end device to speed up the detection of attacks, especially botnet attacks.

The IDS placed on the end device monitors the network continuously. The IDS’s task in preventing
the attacks described in the previous sequence diagram is to detect suspicious communications between
the IoT device and the IoT platform when the IoT device requests a pairing code. If there is suspicious
communication, IDS will report it to the IoT device, which then thwarts the sending of the rogue code.
That way, legitimate users will not become part of the attacker’s botnet. IDS is a crucial layer in IoT in
protecting the IoT system from cyber crimes. Figure 3 shows these steps as a sequence diagram.

C. QUIDS

Our case study uses an IoT doorbell as an IoT device. The main processing in IoT doorbells is usually
represented by a single-board computer (SBC) [20]. The SBC generally has an ARM cortex 1.0 to 1.5
GHz processor. Then, the RAM has a size of 512 MB to 1 GB. The flash memory has a capacity of
4 GB to 8 GB. The operating system is Linux, which is specifically for embedded systems. The SBC
input-output (I/O) is a USB port, GPIO for sensors, and other I/O such as HDMI. Even though it has
a GPIO, it usually cannot be installed with complex outputs due to the absence of an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). These specifications contrast with computer servers that run IDS in the cloud, usually
with processor speeds of up to more than 2.5 GHz, RAM up to 16 GB, solid state disk (SSD) with a
capacity of 256 GB, OS for servers such as Linux Ubuntu Server, and I/ O which is more advanced and
resourceful. With a rough ratio of 32 times the capacity of secondary memory, there must be a method
that can model compression with the same ratio. Don’t forget, apart from running an IDS, an IoT doorbell
has other tasks that are not easy, such as user interface, running the camera, wireless communication,
data storage, motion detection and sensor reading, and other charges. Table II compares specifications
between edge computers and cloud computers for IDS.

Botnet attacks have several types. Gafgyt is a botnet attack that targets IoT devices such as routers,
cameras, and smart devices. After mastering the IoT device, Gafgyt will exploit [21]. Mirai also attacks
IoT devices. In contrast to Gafgyt, Mirai carries out distributed denial of service (DDoS) [22]. Reaper is
a botnet attack that also attacks IoT. Reaper can carry out DDoS and confidentiality threats [23]. Unlike
previous episodes, Hajime is a botnet attack that targets IoT devices to improve their security system
[24]. Then, like Mirai, Echobot is also a botnet attack that carries out DDoS by targeting IoT devices
[25].

We use the botnet attack dataset from Kaggle. The original dataset comes from research by Meidan
et al. [26], which contains a Gafgyt-type botnet attack on IoT doorbells. where this dataset has 15,648

Table II: Specification Comparison of Edge Computer and Cloud Computer for IDS

Specification End Device Cloud Server
CPU Speed 1.0 to 1.5 GHz 2.5 GHz

RAM Capacity 512 MB to 1 GB 16 GB
Secondary Memory Type Flash Memory SSD

Secondary Memory Capacity 4 to 8 GB 256 GB
OS Linux For Embedded System Linux Ubuntu Server
I/O Simple Complex

Tasks User interface, camera function,
wireless communication, data
storage, motion detection, and
sensor reading

Communication, data analytics,
user authentication, security, and
logging
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Figure 3: The sequence diagram of how the IDS protects the device pairing from botnet attack.

data items, 115 features, and two labels. Label 0 indicates that the data item is not a botnet attack;
conversely, label 1 indicates that the data item is a botnet attack. The number of features listed results
from multiplication between the main features, dimension reduction for the time-series data, and feature
extraction. Its main features consist of the following items:

• Host traffic, based on internet protocol (IP) address
• Host to destination traffic, based on IP address
• Host process to destination process traffic, based on IP address, with port address
• Host to destination traffic jitters, based on IP address

The data then goes through dimension reduction [9]. Each dimension reduction process produces different
dimensions. From each new feature, feature extraction is carried out based on a window value with the
following statistical functions:

• The weight, which is the amount of observed time series data
• The average of data in one window
• The standard deviation of data in one window
• The radius, which is the root of the sum of the squared value of two stream variances
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• The magnitude, which is the root of the sum of the squared value of two streams’ means
• The covariance of two streams
• The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) of two streams

We use KNN for botnet attack detection, where the method performs classification based on the largest
class in k data items that has the closest distance to the data to be classified in the feature space [27].
Several methods can calculate distances in KNN, using Euclidean distance [28]. KNN is a non-parametric
method, meaning that the dataset’s distribution is not considered in the algorithm [29]. Here, we use k = 3,
which means that the largest label in the three nearest neighbors is the one that determines the label
of the predicted data [30]. KNN is suitable for data spread out and separated not linearly and whose
distribution is not well-defined.

Our novel method, QUIDS, has the function of performing model compression on KNN. The main
goal of model compression is to make machine learning smaller without reducing its performance [17].
This method goes through three stages. The first stage is RS, where the sampling fraction is an important
factor. This value is determined without reducing model performance from the original dataset. The next
stage is FS, where several studies have shown that FS can compress a [31] model. We use MDI type
FS, the method the random forest model originally used to rank the features [32]. This ranking becomes
a filter for selecting features for training the detection model, usually utilizing a threshold whose value
is the average of all scales. The third stage is performing quantization, which generally consists of two
steps. The first step is to normalize so that no values are lost due to being outside the range of the new
data type. The second step is converting the data type to a more compact representation, changing the
data type from 64-bit floating point to 16-bit integer [33].

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm from QUIDS, where the variable X is the original dataset. Then, in
the RS step, P is the probability of selection, n is the number of samples, and N is the population. The
output of this step is X ′, which is the RS result. In the next step, namely FS, the variable s is the MDI
score of each feature, S is the data structure containing all s, B is the number of trees in the random
forest model, Tb is the number of nodes in each tree, p(t) is the proportion of each feature in the node,
Gini(t) and is the impurity of each node. The output of the FS step is X ′′, which is the result of the
FS transformation of X ′. In the first quantization step, X ′′

min is the smallest value in X ′′, and X ′′
max is

its largest value. The output of this step is X ′, which is the result of the quantization transformation of
X ′′. The algorithm output is a model which is an IDS model resulting from KNN training on X ′′′.

We test our performance with several metrics. First, we use accuracy because this metric compares all
the correctly predicted data with the amount of data. We use sensitivity and specificity for two reasons:
Our detection is a binary classification, 0 is no botnet attack, and 1 is a botnet attack detected. The second
reason is that sensitivity and specificity are two metrics that can be used if there is an imbalance in the
[34] dataset. G-mean is a metric that aggregates sensitivity and specificity. CR shows the ratio between
the size of the model that has gone through compression and the size of the original model [35]. Here
is the formula for CR:

CR =
Original Size

Compressed Size
(4)

The greater the CR value, the more effective the performance of the compression algorithm model.

We search for the optimal value of n in the RS step by applying repeated k-fold cross-validation
[?]. Several studies have shown that repeating k-fold cross-validation testing can reduce dependency on
random splits between training and testing data [36].

One ramification of quantization is information loss [37]. This can happen because the normalization
process in quantization can eliminate useful details in the data. Analysis of kernel density estimation
(KDE) from each dataset can detect whether information loss has occurred or not. Information loss can
be observed from the difference in function form between the original and quantized datasets.
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Algorithm 1: The QUIDS algorithm
Data: n,N,X,B
Result: model

1 Get the optimum n for the RS stage;
/* RS */

2 Calculate the P with the following equation:

P =
n

N
(1)

X ′ ← Select each data item in the dataset with a probability of P ;
/* FS */

3 Calculate the MDI score of each feature s with the following equation:
4

s =
1

B

B∑

b=1

Tb∑

t=1

p(t) ·Gini(t), s ∈ S (2)

5 X ′′ ← FS(X ′, S);
/* Quantization */

6 Normalize each member of the transformed dataset with the following equation:
7

X ′′′ =
X ′′ −X ′′

min

X ′′
max −X ′′

min

× 216 (3)

8 X ′′′ ← cast X ′′′ datatype from 64-bit floating point to 16-bit unsigned integer;
/* IDS Model Training */

9 model← Train KNN model with X ′′′;

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results

The first step in testing is to train the IDS model for botnet attacks using the KNN model. At this
stage, we are still using 115 features and two labels. The number of original datasets is 15,647 data
items. The number of labels with a value of "0" is 14,865, while the number with a "1" is 782. Under
these circumstances, the imbalance ratio (IR) value is 19.01. The IR value is included in the significant
imbalance category. Metrics such as precision and f1-score do not describe the model performance. Next,
we divided the dataset with a train-by-test composition of 66.7%-by-33.3%. We use KNN with k = 5.
The model’s accuracy is 0.9998, while the model size is 9.7 MB.

The first step of our QUIDS is to perform RS and determine the optimum n. At this stage, we are
still using 115 features and two labels. We look for the optimal n range 200 ≤ n ≤ 1200. We use k-fold
cross-validation with k = 3 and metric accuracy to test the model performance with each RS. We iterate
over each n value ten times. Figure 4 compares each model’s version using a line plot of the average
of each n and an error bar showing the standard deviation. Our optimization problem is as follows: The
larger the value of n, the larger the model size.

Conversely, the lower the value of n, the greater the standard deviation of accuracy and the lower the
mean accuracy. We choose n = 1200 as the optimum n value for RS. At this stage, the accuracy of
KNN+RS is 0.9899, while the model size is reduced to 746.8 kB.

In the second stage of QUIDS, we perform FS with MDI. The score results for each feature by MDI
range from 0.0 to 0.09. The FS process with MDI retains features with an MDI score above the average
and excludes features with an MDI score below the average MDI score. The average MDI score is 0.0087.
The FS process reduces the number of features from 115 to 30. Figure 5 shows a bar plot of the scores
of some of the best features. In this figure, the threshold is shown in the form of a dotted line. Features
with values above the threshold are retained. At this stage, the accuracy of KNN+RS+FS is 0.9899, with
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Figure 4: Performance comparison of IDS detection with different sample (n) values using k-fold cross-
validation with k = 3 and ten times repetition, shown with a line plot for the mean of the accuracy and
an error bar showing the standard deviation.

the model size reduced to 194 kB.
The final step of QUIDS is to apply quantization. Quantization also requires optimization: The smaller

the data type used, the greater the CR value, but conversely, the information loss also becomes greater.
We do optimization with KDE. Figure 6 shows the KDE plot of the original dataset and the dataset after
quantization into three different data types: uint32, uint16, and uint8. Changes only occur in the data
scale at uint32 and uint 16, but there is no change in the KDE form. However, in uint8, the shape of
KDE has changed. This indicates that there is information loss due to loss of detail. The uint16 datatype
is more optimal than uint32 because its bit size is smaller.

In the final stage of QUIDS, we need to check whether there is a decrease in accuracy and how our
compression method performs. After going through the last step, our QUIDS method has an accu-
racy of 0.9899, while the model size is 58 kB. Figure 7 shows a complete performance compari-
son comparing botnet attack detection performance with KNN, KNN+RS, KNN+RS+FS, and QUIDS
(KNN+RS+FS+quantization). There was a decrease when applying the compression model to KNN.
However, using FS and quantization does not reduce model performance. Sensitivity is the metric with
the lowest value among the other metrics. Sensitivity measures the model’s ability to predict a value of 1.
This low value can occur due to imbalance problems in the dataset. In real terms, there was a prediction
error once in 23 datasets with label 1. This number could increase if there were more data with label 1.

We now analyze how our novel compression method performs. Figure 8 shows the comparison bar
chart. Figure 8a shows the model’s size after each stage, from RS to QUIDS. Meanwhile, for analysis,
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Figure 5: The MDI score result of the FS process.

we have prepared Figure 8b, which shows the CR at each point. In the RS stage, the CR is 13×,
whereas in the next stage, RS+FS, the CR increases four times to 51×. Finally, at implementing the
novel QUIDS model, the CR became 175×, up to three times the RS+FS and 13 times the RS. QUIDS
is the compression method with the best CR.

B. Discussion

Several previous studies have produced papers on detecting botnet attacks on IoT using machine
learning, such as the paper [9], [10]. However, the critical research opportunity for IDS in IoT is to
reduce processing time due to the real-time nature of IoT. One method for optimizing processing time
is to apply edge computing, where, in the case of IDS, security computing is run on the IoT end device,
cutting the time required for communication with the cloud. Contribution Our research is a botnet attack
detection on IoT that applies edge computing.

IoT device pairing is a crucial part of IoT because it is related to user experience. It cannot be separated

Figure 6: KDE Comparison of four different quantizations on the botnet attack dataset
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Figure 7: The botnet attack detection performance comparison with different model compression
techniques.

from security threats when users pair devices. Several studies have applied security to the device pairing
process, such as the paper [11], [12]. Two sequences can be created for each method to clarify the process

(a) (b)

Figure 8: The botnet attack size and complexity characteristics comparison with different model
compression techniques: (a) Size (b) CR.
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of security attacks on device pairing and how to implement security. The contribution of our research
is two-fold. First, a sequence diagram that explains the threat of botnet attacks on IoT device pairing.
Second, a sequence diagram that illustrates security to ward off external attacks on IoT device pairing.

Our previous research has offered several novelties in model compression in KNN, for example, with
RS [4] and with quantization [5]. It is a research opportunity to combine these two concepts and then add
feature selection. Apart from that, applying this method to IDS is also an opportunity for contribution.
Our research contribution is QUIDS, a novel IDS that applies quantization, RS, and FS, which has optimal
CR.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research, we implemented an IDS that uses the edge computing concept, where the IDS can be
embedded in an IoT end device. In addition, this IDS is to withstand attacks on the IoT device pairing
process, where this IDS also applies a compression model to enable edge computing. The processes
involved are RS, FS, and quantization. The test results show that the optimum number of RS is 1200
samples. Then, the FS process reduces the number of features from 115 to 30. Quantization from the
64-bit floating point data type to the 16-bit unsigned integer does not change the distribution of feature
values. The RS process reduces the accuracy of the KNN model from 0.99981 to 0.98990. However, the
FS and quantization processes do not reduce performance any lower. Finally, at implementing the novel
QUIDS model, the CR became 175×, up to three times the RS+FS and 13 times the RS. QUIDS is the
compression method with the best CR.
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